Horse Breed Presentation (25 points)
Student Name:

________________________________________

DUE DATE_____________________________________________
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Clarity and
Neatness

Presentation is easy
to read; all elements
are so clearly written,
labeled

Presentation is easy Presentation is hard
to read; most
to read with rough
elements are clearly photos and labels.
written, labeled, or
pictured.

Presentation is hard
to read and one
cannot tell what
goes where.

Spelling &
Grammar &
Works Cited

No spelling or
grammatical
mistakes, wording
flows well!
Works cited is
included and
accurate.

No spelling or
grammatical
mistakes.
Works cited is
included but not in
MLA format.

One – two spelling
or grammatical
errors.
Some websites are
listed, some are not

More than two
spelling or
grammatical errors.
No works cited.

Content

All content is included Almost all content is
( 9 elements)
in the students' own
words and is
accurate. (7-8
items)

At least half of the
content is in the
students' own words
and is accurate. (6-4
items included)

Less than half of the
content is in the
students' own words
and/or is accurate.
(0-3 items included)

Student could be
more professional in
presenting, good eye presentation, talk
contact, clear voice,
louder or make
took project seriously. more eye contact.

Student was
laughing or talking
to other students
instead of
presenting.

Student was not
professional in the
presentation, rude
or distracting.

Student was a good
audience member,
taking notes, actively
participating/asking
questions and being
respectful to peers.

Student was talking
or laughing while
peers were
presenting or did
not take notes.

Student was rude
and distracting as
an audience
member or did not
take notes.

CATEGORY

Professionalism/ Student was
professional in
Presentation

Audience
Participation

Student was a little
disruptive as an
audience member
but took notes and
was respectful.
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Content Required:
-Presentation must be in format OTHER THAN PowerPoint/Google Slides
-Name of student and name of breed
-History/Origin of breed
-Appearance (color, height, markings)
-Use & other interesting facts
-Must make it clear to students WHAT is most important to KNOW and REMEMBER for test about breed

